Introduction
============

The antireflection coating has become a key feature for solar cell design \[[@B1]-[@B4]\]. Many researchers have investigated double-layer antireflection (DLAR) coatings because single-layer antireflection coatings (SLAR) are not able to cover a broad range of the solar spectrum \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. Unfortunately, multilayer ARCs are expensive to fabricate owing to the stringent requirement of high vacuum, material selection, and layer thickness control. Additionally, thermal mismatch induced lamination and material diffusion of the multilayer ARCs limit the device performance at high power densities.

An alternative to multilayer ARCs are the sub-wavelength structured (SWS) surface with dimensions smaller than the wavelength of light \[[@B7]\]. In publications concerning broadband or solar anti-reflective surfaces, \[[@B8]-[@B11]\] the principle to achieve the necessary low refractive indices is always the same: substrate material is mixed with air on a sub-wavelength scale. To date, a wide variety of techniques have been investigated for texturing multi-crystalline (mc) silicon cells \[[@B12]\]. One of the promising options is surface texturing by dry etching technique. Some groups have succeeded in fabricating uniform textures with a submicron scale on mc-Si wafers by reactive ion etching and applied to the Si solar cells \[[@B13],[@B14]\]. Unfortunately, there is not much report on texturization of silicon nitride and the optical properties of submicron textures on silicon nitride for the application of solar cells.

In this study, we fabricated sub-wavelength structure on antireflection coating layers instead of semiconductor layer on solar cell. The main motivation behind this lies in the fact that the sub-wavelength structures will act as a second ARC layer with an effective refractive index so that the total structure can perform as a DLAR layer. Thus we can cost down the deposition of 2nd ARCs layer can be saved with better or comparable performance as that of a DLAR solar cell. We fabricate the silicon nitride sub-wavelength structures using the mask less RIE technique on silicon substrate and explore the reflection properties of the texturing structures through spectroscopic measurements \[[@B15]\].

Experiment
==========

The fabrication procedure is schematically shown in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. First of all the polished (100) silicon was cleaned with dilute HF to remove the native oxide. A layer of (200 ± 0.05) nm thick silicon nitride (Si~3~N~4~) was then deposited on a polished (100) silicon wafer by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique. A nickel film with a thickness of (15 ± 0.05) nm was then evaporated on the silicon nitride surface using an E-beam evaporating system. The nickel film was then rapid thermal annealed (RTA) under the forming gas (mixture of H~2~and N~2~) with a flow rate of 3 sccm at 850 °C for 60 s to form nickel clusters, which served as the etch masks for silicon nitride. The sample is then etched by ICP etching with bias power of 200 watt to form the sub-wavelength structures using a gas mixture of CF~4~/O~2~with flow rate of 60 and 6 sccm for CF~4~and O~2~, respectively. To remove the residual nickel mask, the sample was dipped into pure nitric acid (HNO~3~) solution for 5 min at room temperature. The diameter and density of the fabricated sub-wavelength structures were nearly the same as those of the nickel cluster masks, while the height was controlled by the etching time. The morphology of SWS was analyzed by scanning electron micrograph (SEM). The reflectance of the SWS were measured using an n&k analyzer (model: 1280, N&K Tech. Inc.).

![Schematic illustration of the process steps for fabricating SWS gratings on silicon nitride](1556-276X-4-680-1){#F1}

Results and Discussion
======================

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}a shows the SEM images of the nickel nanoclusters formed after rapid thermal annealing at 850 °C for 60 s. The diameters of the nanoclusters were varied from 160 to 200 nm. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}b shows the SEM image of the fabricated SWS on silicon nitride after ICP dry etching for 120 s. From Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}b, the height of the silicon nitride SWS was measured to be 140--150 nm, diameters of fabricated SWSs were varied from 160--200 nm, which were same as that of nickel nanoclusters.

![SEM Images**a**Nickel nano-clusters formed after rapid thermal annealing at 850 °C for 60 s,**b**Fabricated silicon nitride SWSs after dry etching with ICP for 120 s](1556-276X-4-680-2){#F2}

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of the measured reflectivity from a polished silicon wafer with 69.1 nm silicon nitride SLAR coating and fabricated silicon nitride SWS on silicon wafer. The flat silicon substrate exhibits high-reflection \>35% for visible and near infrared wavelengths, silicon nitride SLAR coatings exhibits low-reflection \<20% for long wavelengths 700 nm and high-reflection \>35% for shorter wavelengths 400 nm, and silicon nitride/MgF~2~ DLAR coatings exhibits low-reflection \<10% for long wavelengths 700 nm and high-reflection \>20% for short wavelength 400 nm, while the SWS gratings show reduced reflection of \<10% for long wavelengths 700 nm and shorter wavelengths 400 nm. The reflection is further reduced to \<1% for wavelengths around 580--680 nm. The silicon nitride SWS gratings exhibit lower reflection than colloid-based antireflection coatings on crystalline silicon solar cells, \[[@B16]\] other SWS ARCs made by lithographic techniques with typical reflection of \~2--10% \[[@B8],[@B17]-[@B20]\], Additionally, optimization of the height and non-etched part of silicon nitride of SWS will facilitate further improvement of the antireflection performance.

![Measured optical reflectivity at normal incidence for bare (100) silicon wafer, fabricated 140\~150 nm height silicon SWS, SLAR w/silicon nitride of 69.1 nm deposited on silicon wafer and DLAR w/69.1 nm silicon nitride and 56 nm MgF~2~deposited on silicon wafer](1556-276X-4-680-3){#F3}

AR design has been characterized by its average residual reflectance *R*~av~, \[[@B21]\] which is defined by the equation

where *R*(λ) is the reflectance of the design and λ~l~ and λ~u~ are the lower and upper wavelength of the design window. The average residual reflectance *R*~av~ has been calculated using the Eq. 1 by taking the wavelength range from 350 to 1000 nm into consideration for a bare Si, SLAR w/Si~3~N~4~ thickness of 69.1 nm, DLAR of Si~3~N~4~/MgF~2~ w/thickness of 69.1 nm and 56 nm, respectively for Si~3~N~4~ and MgF~2~, and fabricated Si~3~N~4~ SWS. The results are shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. From Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} it is clear that the silicon nitride SWS has the lowest average residual reflectance of 4.28% as compared to bare silicon, 69.1 nm silicon nitride SLAR coatings and DLAR coating with 69.1 nm silicon nitride and 56 nm MgF~2~. For the consideration of working wavelength region of silicon-based solar cells, the pyramid structure with height of 140--150 nm is suitable as the antireflective structure and believed to increase the solar cell performance as compared to solar cell w/SLAR structure.

###### 

Average residual reflectivity calculated by the Eq. 1for measured reflectance of bare silicon, 69.1 nm silicon nitride deposited on silicon, 69.1 nm silicon nitride and 56 nm MgF~2~double layer deposited on silicon and 140--150 nm silicon nitride SWS fabricated on silicon

  Structure                     Average residual reflectivity,*R*~av~(%)
  ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Silicon                       35.61
  Silicon nitride SLARC         11.22
  Silicon nitride/MgF~2~DLARC   7.64
  Silicon nitride SWS           4.28

*SLARC*Single layer anti-reflective coating,*DLARC*Double layer anti-reflective coating,*SWS*Sub-wavelength structure

To investigate the performance of silicon nitride SWS before fabricating on a real silicon solar cell, we simulated the solar cell performance using PC1D software. The reflectance spectra obtained from measurement were used in PC1D simulations to compare the effect on the short circuit current density (*J*~SC~), open circuit voltage (*V*~OC~) and efficiency (η) for a solar cell structure based on the standard PC1D template for a low cost silicon solar cell. The silicon material was set to p-type with resistivity of 1.008 Ω cm and a diffused emitter with error function distribution and 99.4 Ω/sq. emitter sheet resistances. The base contact had a resistance of 0.015 Ω and the cell had an internal shunt of 0.3 Siemens. The bulk life time was set to 7.03 μs with a front surface recombination velocity of 1800 cm/s and back surface recombination velocity of 25 cm/s \[<http://www.semiconductor.net/article/CA6572786.html>\]. The output characteristics and parameters obtained from PC1D for SLAR, DLAR and silicon nitride SWS are shown in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. It is clear that*J*~SC~,*V*~OC~of silicon nitride SWS are higher than silicon nitride SLAR structure as seen from Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. A clear increase in efficiency of 0.8% can be seen for silicon solar cell with silicon nitride SWS over a cell with single layer silicon nitride ARCs and only 0.3% less in efficiency than the DLAR coated solar cell, which is believed to be due to lower reflectance of DLAR to silicon nitride SWS over the longer wavelength region (i.e. λ \> 600 nm) that leads to lower short circuit current. From the above observations we can conclude that the efficiency of solar cell may not depend on the average reflectance, but, significantly on the reflectance of ARCs in longer wavelength region.

![PC1D Simulated solar characteristics for silicon nitride SWS, silicon nitride SLAR, and silicon nitride/MgF~2~DLAR](1556-276X-4-680-4){#F4}

Conclusion
==========

In summary, we have developed an easy and scalable non-lithographic approach for creating sub-wavelength structured antireflection coatings directly on silicon nitride anti-reflection coatings for the first time to improve the solar cell efficiency. PC1D simulated solar characteristics inferred that the efficiency increase of 0.8% for a silicon solar cell can be achieved using silicon nitride SWS over a cell with silicon nitride SLAR and a comparable performance with a cell with silicon nitride and MgF~2~DLAR.
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